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We show that he problem of deciding whether two applicative combinations of Smullyan's L 
combinator a e equal is solvable. 
Curry used the combinator BWB in his construction of the paradoxical combinator Y 
(Curry & Feys, 1958, p. 177). In his new book, To Mock a Mockingbird, Smullyan (1985) 
christened BWB the "lark", L for short. L combinations (applicative combinations of L) 
have many interesting properties. For example, each such combination M has a fixed 
point 
(LM)(LM) = M((LM)(LM)),  
but no fixed point combinator is definable from L (nor any other single regular proper 
eombinator, Statman, 1986). Such properties can be expressed as identities between L 
combinations. Numerous examples are catalogued in Smullyan's book, and several have 
been proved by machine at Argonne National Laboratories (Glickfeld & Overbeek, 1986; 
Wos, 1987). This suggested to Scott that the word problem of L combinations might be 
decidable, and I thank him for bringing the problem to my attention. 
In this note, we shall solve the word problem for L combinations. More precisely, we 
consider L as an atom with reduction rule 
Lxy -4 x(yy). 
The monotone transitive closure of --* is denoted "-4>", and the corresponding 
congruence is denoted "="  
Let us begin with some examples. The L combinations 
LLLL  
and 
((LLL)(LLL))((LLL)(LLL)) 
are quite interesting and are unique in certain respects. For the first combination we have 
LLLL  = L(LL)L = (LL)(LL)= L((LL)(LL)) 
= L(LLLL). 
We shall later see that LLLL  is the unique combination M (up to =) satisfying M = LM 
(proposition 1 and lemma 6). For second combination, we need some notation. Define 
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M 1 -M and M ".1 = M'M' .  The second combination is then 
(LLL) 3 --_ (L(LL)) 3 = (L(L(LL))3)(L(LL)) 2
= (L(LL))3(L(LL)) 3 = (L(LL)) 4 
= (LLL) 4. 
We shall later see that (LLL)  a is the unique combination M (up to =)  satisfying M = M 2 
(corollary 2). Some further notation should be helpful. Set 
n - L ( . . .  L . . . ) ,  
n 
and 
n+M =--- L ( . . .  (L M) . . . ) .  
tl 
Then LLLL  - 2 2 and LLL  = 3. The above identities become 
2 2 = 1 +2 2, 
3 3 = 3 4, 
which are just special cases of the identities 
n 2 = l+n" ,  
113 = llnn 3, 
Because of their special role, we shall use the symbol ~ for 22, and ~ for 3 z. 
For what follows the reader is assumed to be familiar with Barendregt (1981) for 
general background. In the terminology of Klop (1980) L reduction is a left normal 
regular combinatory reduction system (Klop, 1980, p. 189). L reduction therefore satisfies 
the Church-Rosser theorem and the standardisation theorem. 
Definitions: 
n -- L ( . . .  L . . . ) ,  
n 
h =- L ( . , .  ( LLL ) . . . ) ,  
n+M = L( . . .  ( LM) . . . ) ,  
tl 
M l ~M,  
M "+1 = M"M",  
O9~ 2 2 = 13 , 
=-- LLLL ,  
if3 =- L( LL  )L, 
f~ =_ 3 3. 
M is solvable if M = L or for some N, M = LN. These are just the terms with head 
normal forms. 
If M is unsolvable, we write M = A_. 
If M is solvable, sol(M) - M. Otherwise, M ~ M1 M2 and sol(M) - sol(M2). 
Note that if M=A_ and MN~PQ,  then M~P and N-~)Q. In addition, if 
n+_l_~ = m+-l-2, then m=n and _1_ I =_1_ 2. 
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LEMMA 1. The normalisable terms are just n and h. 
PROOF. Since L has order 2 (Curry &Feys,  1958, p. 
n, n expands to h and nothing else. 
L~MMA 2. I f  M = oo then 
161) all normal terms have the form 
M--  L( . . . . . .  ). 
In addition, ! fooM ~> N then N ~ ooP, where P = M ~ fi~r some k. 
PROOF. Any expansion of a reduct of co has the above form; so, the first statement follows 
from the Church-Rosser theorem. The second statement follows from the standardisation 
theorem. 
LEMMA 3. I f  n>2 and M-~)n 2, then M is one of  
n 2, n~, An, fi2. 
PROOF. No other expansions are possible. 
LEMMA 4. The non-normalisable solvable terms are just those oJ'the form 
mM and iiIM. 
PROOF. If MN is solvable, then there is a head reduction to a term of the form LT  
(standardisation theorem). Each term in the head reduction has the form PN p. The head 
reduction can be converted into a standard reduction of M by skipping steps of the form 
(LQ)Nq-~QN "+l. Thus M =m for some m. 
COROLLARY 1. M k = l  for k >_ 4. Moreover, M a ve_L~M = L, and M 2 v~_L<:~M = m, for 
some m. 
LEMMA 5. I f  so l (M)~ m Jbr all m and M ~ N then sol(N)=sol(M).  
PROOF. By induction on M. We may assume M =-LPQ =l  and N-PQ2.  If Q2 is 
solvable by lemma 4, we have Q = q = sol(M). Otherwise, sol(M) = sol(Q) = sol(N). 
Given M, write M -= N" so that n is as large as possible and set 
ord(M) = ~oJNI +n-  1, 
where IN[ = the number of symbols in N. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  M is solvable, then one of the following 
m --)) m, 
M -~m2Jbr  m>2,  
M =~,  
M ~ m + LM, where .l_~t =_t_ and ord(L~t) < ord(M). 
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PROOF. By induct ion on ord(M).  By lemma 4, we may suppose we have mM or NM. Note 
that M_~Fn=*.ord(mM)<ord(NM)  and M==.Fn~mM~>m 2. Thus, we can assume we 
have mM and Mr We have mM-~. 1 +M" ,  and 
ord(mM) = colmM I :> c01MI +m-  1 _> ord(Mm). 
If M" =_1_ we can set /,,~x = M m. Otherwise, apply the induct ion hypothesis to M m. If 
M"'~n then mM-- ' ,~n+l,  while if M"=oo then mM=oo.  The last remaining case is 
Mm~ n 2, where n > 2. Here, Mmo~ 1 + n" with n" =1.  By lemma 3 ord(M m) > ord(n 2) so 
o rd(mM)  > ord(n"). Thus, we can put _1_,, M _=- n ". 
REMARK 1. By lemmas 1, 2, and 3 if M--~>rn,  m 2 or  M-- -m,  then ord(M)>ord(m) ,  
ord(m2), respectively ord(oo). 
LEMMA 6. m k = m ~ where 1 <_ l < k.e,.,m -= 3 and 3 < I < k. 
PROOF. m k = m for 1 < k is impossible by lemma 1. m k = m 2 for 2 < k is impossible for 
lemma 4 for if mk r then m= 1 and k=3,  but 1 a q:2. Thus, we can assume 3< l<k .  
Suppose l>  3. If m ~-1 r then /=4 and m = 1 so mr= 002. Thus, by lemma 2, since 
rnk-~=_k, mk- l=m p_l. which is absurd; so, m ~-1 -.1_. Thus, since we are assuming 
rnk=m t, mk- l - -m t-1. Hence, we may assume /=3.  As above, mr  since 13=oo is 
solvable but I k is not,  and m ~ 2, since _1_ = oo k-  2 ~ c~. 
Suppose now that m ___ 4 and let M be a shortest common reduct of m 3 and any m k with 
k > 4. Then M = M~ M2 with both M~ and M 2 reducts of the unsolvable m k-  1. Now a 
s tandard  reduct ion of  m 3 to M must  begin 
m 3 ~ (m -- 1 m2)m 2 -~. . .  ~ (1 + mm)m 2~ mmm 3, 
since M 2 =_1_. Thus m a ~) M E<~-- m k-  1, SO we can assume that k = 4. But then 
m" --~ M 1 ~- m ~ , contradict ing the choice of M. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  In 2 = 8 2 then m = n. 
LEMMA 7. l f  M k =~,  then either M =g~, 3 2 or  3. 
PROOF. Accord ing  to propos i t ion  1, there are 5 cases. 
Case 1. M ~ m. m ~ 1, for if m = 1, then k > 3 and 
sol(m ~) = oo ~ 32 = so1(33). 
Thus, 
m 2 = sot(m k) = sol(3 a) = 32; 
since n is the max imal  normal  subterm of any reduct of n 2 when n > 2, M = 3. 
Case 2. M ~ rn 2. As above, m :# 1, so M = 32. 
Case 3. M = co. As above, this case is impossible. 
Case 4. M~>m+. l_~.  We have M = sol (M k) = sol(33) = 32. 
Case 5. M = 3_. If k > 1 and M k = f~ = if2 z, then M k-  1 = fL Thus M = fL 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  l < k and M'  = M k, then M = f~, 32, or 3. 
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PROOF. First we prove the proposition for l= 1 by induction on ord(M). 
Case 1. M ~ m. This case is impossible by lemma 6. 
Case 2. M -~ m 2, m > 2. This case is impossible by lemma 6. 
Case 3. M ~> m + _t_ M. Impossible as above. 
Case 5. M = M 1M 2 ----" .L. 
Subcase 1. Mi ~>m2, rnx > 2. Then Mk-1=mr~'=M~, so M =m~ 1+1 and 
m~ '+*-1 =m~'. By lemma 6 m~ =3,  so M =34 =l) .  
Subcase 2. M 1 = oo. Impossible since oo :~_1_. 
Subcase 3. M1- -~>ml -P IM, .  Then Mk- i=IM~=Mr~ +1, SO /k l=/M.  ~. Since 
ord(Zut ) < ord(M), by induction hypothesis 2.U, = fl, SO M = M ~ =_1_ 2, = f]. 
Subcase 4. M1 =-1-. Then M k- ~ = M 1 = M 2, so M k = M 1. Since ord(M1) < ord(M), by 
induction hypothesis M1 = ~. Thus M = ~. 
For l> l  we have if Mt=M k, then Mt=(Mt)  k-t+1. Thus, by the first paragraph 
Mr= fl. Hence, by lemma 7, M = fl, 32, or 3. 
Define Pu(N) = {k: M s = N}. 
COROLLARY 3. Pu(N) is one of the following: 
O, 
{k} for some k, 
{k:k> 3} for M- -  3 and N=~,  
{k:k> 2} for M =3 2 and N=f l ,  
N+ for M=N=D, .  
REMARK 2. 3 k, l, M k ~- N ~ if and only if 
4 r 
,~=1 PM(N') w j?  1 PN(M j) r O. 
4. 
For if k,l>_5 and Mk=N l, then M k-t =N l-1. Moreover, if N=oo U Pu(N~) can be 
i=l 
replaced by PM(oo)uPM(o02), and PM(OO)wPM(o02)r if and only if for some k<5,  
Mk=oO,  or oo 2. 
THEOREM. PM(N) is recursive in M and N. 
REMARK 3. It is possible to effectively construct a regular expression for PM(N) from M 
and N, should one want to know if N is a power of M. This is not necessary for our 
purposes ince we only need to know if 1 s Pg(N). 
PROOF. We shall define PM(N) by induction on ord(M)# ord(N) where # is the 
Hessenberg (natural) sum or ordinals. The cases are organized according to 
proposition 1. Much calculation is omitted. 
Cases k e PM(N).r 
1 M -~m 
1.1 N . )n  k = l Am=n.V .  
k=2^m=l^n=2 
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1.2 
1.3 
N.-*>n 2, n>2 k=2^m=n.V .  
N=oo k=2Am=2.V .  
k=3Am=l .V .  
by lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 7 (case i), and corollary 2, 
1.4 n --~> n+.l_ N 
by lemma 4, 
1.5 N =- N1N2 =.I_ 
1.5.1 N t ~ N 2 
1.5.1.1 N1--)>n~,n 1 >2 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
1.5.1.2 N 1 =m 
k=2An= 1 ^ meP.,(.l_ s)
k = 3 ^  m > 2 ^  m e P,,,(n]') A 3 e P,,(N~).V. 
k> 3 Ak=4~m> 1/xk - lePm(n] ' )nPm(N~)  
4 
k = 3 A m = 2 A U P~(N~) u PN~(oo) u PN~(oO 2) ~ 0 
i=1 .V. 
4 
k=4Am= 1 /x ~ P~(Nr2)uPN~(oo)uPN~(o02)r 
i=l  
Note that j e Poo(N~)'c*'j + 1 e P2( N~)<~*j + 2 ~ PI(N~) and use lemmas 2, 4 and remark 2. 
1.5.1.3 N1 ~> nl +IN1 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
1.5.1.4 Nl =2. 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
1.5.2 N 1 ~ N 2 
1.5,2.1 N 1 --)> n~, nl  > 2 
k = 3/x m > 2 ^  m e Pm(_I_N,)/x 3a P,,,(N~ 1 + 1) .V. 
Nnl + 1 k>3Ak=4~m>lAk- leP , , ( - LN~)nPm(  2 ) 
k = 3 A m > 3 ^  me Pm(N1)/x 3 e Pm(Nz) .V. 
k > 3 ^ k=4~m> 1 ^ k -  leP,, ,(NI)~Pm(Nz) 
k = 3Am=nl .V .  
k> 3Am=n 1 =3 
by lemmas 4, 5, 6 and 7 (case 1), 
1.5.2.2 N1 = oo k ~- 3 A m = 2 .V. 
k=4^m=l  
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
1.5.2.3 N1---))nt-t-IN1 k> 3Am=3^2sP3(N1) .V .  
k = 3 A m > 3 ^  2 E PM(N1) 
by lemmas 2, 4 and proposition 1, 
1.5.2.4 N 1 = 2- k= 3 Am= 3/x3EPa(N1) .V. 
k> 3Ak--1 e P,,(N1) 
by lemmas 2, 5 and 6, 
2 M --)> m 2, m > 2 k + 1 e Pro(N) 
3 M=oo 
3.1 N -~> n impossible 
3.2 N -~> n 2, n > 2 impossible 
3.3 N=co k -1  
by lemmas 1, 2 and 5, 
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3.4 
3.5 
3.5.1 
3.5.1.1 
3.5.t.2 
3.5.1.3 
3.5.1.4 
3.5.1 
3.5.2.1 
3.5.2.2 
3.5.2.3 
3.5.2.4 
4 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.5.1 
4.5.1.1 
4.5.1.2 
4.5.1.3 
N ~> n +_1_ N 
N =- N1N2 =-I- 
N~ ~ N~ 
N 1 --.-)> ?12 , ?'t 2 > 2 
by lemma 5, 
N 1 ~oo 
impossible 
impossible 
4- 
k =2^ [J  P~o(N~)uPu:(oo)uP~r 2) ~0 
by lemmas 2, 4 and remark 2, 
Ni ---)r n 1 + -Lu, 
N1 = J- 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
Ni =--N2 
Ni 4) n~, nl > 2 impossible 
by lemma 5, 
N 1 =oo k=2 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
N1 ~ nl + j_m 
by lemma 5, 
Ni =2 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
M 4) m + -L u 
N ~> n impossible 
by lemma 1, 
N 4) n 2, n > 2 
by lemma 4, 
N=oo 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
N~>n+2.~ 
by lemma 4, 
N- -  Ni N2 =.L 
Ni ~ N., 
N 1 -~> n 2, rl 1 > 2 
by lemma 4, 
N i = oo 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
NI - *n i  +ZN, 
by lemma 4, 
k > 2 ^  k -  1 ~P~(_LN,)nPoo(N~ ~+l).V. 
k > 2 ^  k - 1 e P~(N1) n P~(N2) 
impossible 
k > 2^ k -  1 e P~(N1) 
k = 1 A m = 1 A n e Pn(_LM) 
impossible 
k = 1 A m = n A 1 e PIM(_L~) 
k = 2 A n 1 eP.I(-LM) A m+ 1 ePM(N~) .V. 
k > 2 A k -  1 e PM(n]') c~ PM(N22) 
impossible 
k = 2 A 1 e PIM,(-LN,) ^  m + 1 e PM(N~ 1 + i) .V. 
k > 2 A k -  1 e PM(LN1 ) n PM(N~ ~+ l) 
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4.5.1.4 N i=• 
4.5.2 
4.5.2.1 
4.5.2.2 
4.5.2.3 
4.5.2.4 
5 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.5.1 
5.5.1.1 
5.5.1.1.1 
5.5.1.1.1.1 
by !emma 4, 
N i ---N 2 
Ni ~>n~, nl >2 
by lemmas 4, 5 and 6, 
g l=oo 
by temmas 2 and 4, 
Ni -9> nl +_I_N, 
k = 2 ^  1 ~ Pzu(N1) ^  m + 1 e PM(N2).V. 
k > 2 ^  k -  1 ePM(N1)nPM(N2) 
k = 2 ^ 1 e e~(n~) .v .  
k>2An 1 = 3^ lePM(n 2) 
impossible 
k = 2 A M = N1 
k>2AM=Ni=3 2 
by lemmas,  4 and proposition 2, 
N i = 2 k = 2 ^  1 ~ P:_M,(N~)/x m + 1 e PM(N2) .V. 
by lemma 4, 
M = M1M 2 =t 
N~n 
N~n 2, n>2 
N=a3 
N ~> n +A s 
by lemma 4, 
N = N iN  2 =2 
k=l  
M1 ~> m21, m~ > 2 
N i -)> n~, nt > 2 
NI-~ N 2 or Mx ~ M2 
k > 2 ^  k -  I ePM(NI)nPM(N2) 
impossible 
impossible 
impossible 
impossible 
mx = n~ ^  2 ~/ 'u~(N,  2)
ml = nl ^ 2  e PN~(M22) 
by lemmas 4 and 6, 
5.5.1.1.1.2 NI=-N2 and MI=-M2 mx=n 1 
by lemmas 5 and 7 (case 1), 
5.5.1.1.2 N1 = oo impossible 
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
5.5.1.1.3 N 1 -9> n~ + d_~r 
5.5.1.1.3.1 NI ~ N 2 or MI-~ M2 
5.5.1.1.3.2 
5.5.1.1.4 
5.5.1.2 
5.5.1.2.1 
or 
by lemma 4, 
N1-- N 2 M1--  M 2 
by lemma 5, 
N i = 2 
M 1 =oo 
Ni=oo 
ml~Pm,(&N,) A2ePM~(N~'+i) or 
mi e P~,(• A n~ + I e PN~(M~) 
2 eP,,~(Ni) 
m~ e Pm,(N1)/x 2 e PM=(N2) 
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5.5.1.2.1.1 
5.5.1.2.1.2 
5.5.1.2.1.3 
5.5.1.2.1.3 
5.5.1.2.2 
5.5.1.2.3 
5.5.1.3 
5.5.1.3.1 
5.5.1.3.1.1 
N i~N 2 andM l~M2 
by remark 2, 
N I~N 2 and M l=M2 
by remark 2, 
N1 -- N2 and M 1 ~ M 2 
Ni - N2 and Mi = M2 
N2 -o> nl +.1_~, 
by lemma 4, 
N1 = l  
by lemmas 2 and 4, 
M1 ~> rnt + • 
Ni ~>ni +• 
Ni~Nz or M I~Ma 
4 4 
4 
~ IblNt,) u P~2(oo) u PNs(oo 2) ~ o 
same as previous ease with M t and N~ interchanged 
true 
impossible 
impossible 
leP• 1 ~ ,ar,,,+i ~r,,t..a ) 
1 ~P.M,(INJ A n 1 + 1 ~P,,(m'~, +1) 
5.5.1.3.1.2 Ni -N  2 and M1--M 2 l~Pul(N1) 
by lemmas 4 and 5, 
5.5.1.3.2 N 1 = l  l~P• 
by lemma 4, 
5.5.1.4 M1 =K 
5.5.1.4.1 N i =1 1 SPM~(N1)c3Pgs(Ns) 
by lemma 4, 
5.5.1.4.2 N i --*> n~, n i > 2 see 5.5.1.1.4 
5.5.2 k > 1 
5.5.2.1 N~ ~ N2 
5.5.2.1.1 Nl ~>n~, nl >2 k-lePM(n]')c~P~t(N~) 
by lemma 4, 
5.5.2.1.2 N1 = co impossible 
by lemma 2, 
5.5.2.1.3 N 1 ~) nl +• k--lePM(SN~)nPt~(N~+l) 
by lemma 4, 
5.5.2.1.4 N 1 =2 k-lePM(Ni)nP~(Nz ) 
by lemma 4, 
5.5.2.2 Ni ~- N2 
5.5.2.2.1 Nl-o>n~,nl>2 nl=3^3EP3(M ) 
by lemmas 4 and 6, 
5.5.2.2.2 N 1 = oo impossible 
by lemma 2, 
5.5.2.2.3 N1 -o~ ni + -kN~ M = fl = N 
by lemma 2 and proposition 2, 
or 
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5.5.2.2.4 N~ =_1_ 
by lemrna 4. 
k- -  1 e PM(N1) c~ PM(N2) 
The author would like to thank the referees for many useful comments and some corrections. In 
particular, the first referee greatly simplified tho proof of proposition 1and helped to simplify some 
of the cases in the theorem. We are indebted to his thoroughness. 
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